Voyager 9.1.1 Release Notes
Ex Libris Confidential

This Excel file contains a list of the enhancements and resolved issues for
the April 2015 Voyager 9.1.1 release.
Refer to:
* 9.1.1 Enhancements
* Resolved Issues

General documentation for this release:
http://www.customercenter.exlibrisgroup.com
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Purpose
Support for RHEL 7

Description
Voyager 9.1.1 has been certified to run on Red
Hat Enterprise Linux version 7.

Implementation Notes

Tag Table updates

The MARC 21 tag tables have been updated
with changes listed in MARC 21 Update 18
(April 2014) and MARC 21 Update 19
(October 2014).

The following files were also updated
in the top-level TagTable folder:
Bmarcfix.cfg , Country.cfg , and
Lang.cfg .

http://www.loc.gov/marc/status.
html

Tag Table updates

The OCLC tag tables have been updated with
changes listed in OCLC Technical Bulletin 263
(May 2014) and OCLC Technical Bulletin 264
(August 2014).

The following files were also updated
in the top-level TagTable folder:
Bmarcfix.cfg , Country.cfg , and
Lang.cfg .

http://www.oclc.org/support/do
cumentation/technicalbulletins.e
n.html
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Related Documentation
For details, see Supported
Software and PC Requirements
on the Ex Libris Customer Center.

Summary
cat: editing 150 $v to x does not queue
auth for ghc

Release Notes Comments
Allow changing only the subfield code
and not the contents to trigger a global
heading change on an authority record.

Component/s
Cataloging, Global Headings Change

Key
VYG-4234

Disable save buttons by default. Also
move other disabling events up to occur
earlier.
BURSAR: Sometimes patron fine/fee do Check for errors on all database
not update
transactions. Some may have been
missed while getting patron fines and
posting patron fines.

Acquisitions

VYG-4460

Circjob

VYG-4545

VOY: script run_acct.ksh in /m1/utility
errors
Acq: unable to edit approved line item
with multiple copies

Various

VYG-4579

Acquisitions

VYG-4581

OPAC

VYG-4645

ARS

VYG-4658

Circulation, OPAC, WebVoyage

VYG-4858

Acquisitions

VYG-4872

acq:can save invoice w/o Invoice
Number

WebV/CAT: Command searches on
Chinese words made up of several
characters fail

ARS/WEBV: Request form displays for
all patron groups

100 character comment limit not
enforced via OPAC
Barcoding serials causes premature
close if barcode entered with scanner

The problem was corrected by using a
slightly different logic.
Resolved selection issues in copy/fund
tree, so that all changes are applied to
the correct copy.
Allow non-ASCII characters to be
grouped in a search argument. This
allows characters that are words to be
grouped with other characters to form
longer words.
Filter out system form with ARS for all
patron groups when displaying the
request forms. The patron group that is
allowed to make the ARS request still
displays.
Set a max length on the comment field of
the form to keep the comment at 100
characters or less.
The Close button is no longer the default
so pressing Enter after entering a
barcode will no longer warn that a
modification has been made. The user
may choose to save the item or use the
Close button.
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Summary
8.2.2 data dictionary formatted
incorrectly

Release Notes Comments
Data dictionary formatted into one
column to prevent unexpected breaks in
database table definitions.
Bibs with many holdings not showing the Allow enough memory space for the
bib data.
locations associated with holdings when
creating the query that sorts the locations
for display.
GHC: Message not specific when change If a bib heading or authority heading is
fails for valid reason
not found when catjob 13 is run to
change those headings according to the
modified 1XX authority heading, no error
message will be printed to the log so as
not to confuse users. A "not found"
condition is ignored.
WebV: Pickup Location drop-down
Fixed a problem in the javascript based
disappears in Chrome
calendar that was preventing the Chrome
browser from displaying the form dropdowns in the form that displays after the
calendar was activated.
CAT/WebV: 880 subfield 6 not
searchable

Key
VYG-4877

OPAC

VYG-5219

Global Headings Change

VYG-5269

OPAC

VYG-5279

All unpaired 880 fields can be found via Cataloging, OPAC, WebVoyage
any of their subfields either using GKEY
or an appropriately-defined keyword
index.
Limit file access to any file under the
WebAdmin
$VOYAGER/$DATABASE directory.
Documentation

Unauthenticated Local File Read
(WebAdmin's displayfile.cgi)
Documentation for JavaMelody
Configuration
Call number redirect builds incorrect link Use CALL+ for call number browse.
WEBV: Staff view page help link displays
wrong help page.
WEBV: Links using non-numeric
characters in the bib ID prevent further
searches until browser cache is cleared

Component/s
Prepackaged Access Reports

OPAC

The correct help is now displayed for
OPAC, WebVoyage
Staff View.
The Holding Info and Get Related Bib
OPAC, WebVoyage
Count web services must verify that the
bib id is numeric before sending it to the
query.
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VYG-5331

VYG-5360
VYG-5503
VYG-5623
VYG-5813
VYG-5859

Summary
Webadmin bulk imports create
compressed log file that cannot be
opened with built-in Windows utilities

Release Notes Comments
Fixed issue where zip files were created
with gzip, causing reports of issues with
opening the compressed logfile with
stock Windows operating system.

Component/s
Bulk Import, WebAdmin

Key
VYG-5886

WEBV: Diacritics in component names
do not display in WebVoyage

WebVoyáge will display any character
entered and displayed in ACQ client.

OPAC, WebVoyage

VYG-5903

UB: Request form not available if local
db not selected

The UB Request availability in
WebVoyage will be determined based on
the databases searched by the patron
and the databases made available by the
library.
Return an "invalid calendar" error to the
client when there is no exception and the
library is always closed.
New Authority Control dll is required. The
name is AuthorityCreation2009.11151.dll.
Mask the patron's name and password in
the fine fee display for a patron who is in
the restricted patron group of the
operator circulation profile.

OvP, Universal Borrowing, WebVoyage

VYG-5959

Circulation, System Administration

VYG-6017

Cataloging

VYG-6058

Circulation, System Administration

VYG-6089

Circulation

VYG-6169

GDC

VYG-6240

Media Scheduling

VYG-6250

WebCat, WebVoyage

VYG-6257

Closed Calendar with no end date gives
RTE 65099 at Charge attempt
CAT: Create Auth on 100/240 with 880
pair from Authority Validation freezes
Cataloging
CIRC/SYS: "Outstanding Fines"
inaccessible when "Restrict Record
View" checked regardless of restricted
patron groups

CIRC:Duplicate Patron displays incorrect Problem does not occur in 9.1.
Name Type if changed
GDC: Preview "Jump Ahead" fails with
Fixed problem that caused
RTE 65099/440 on large jumps
PREVIEW_RECORD_SET API to fail
when jumping large distances in large
record sets.
MS: Day View gives "Database Media
Allow retrieval of items with no title for
Error!" if no 245 in bib
displaying in day view, search bookings,
conflict resolution, and item list in conflict
resolution.
Search History not working in Classic
Fixed issue preventing search history for
WebVoyage / Web Cataloging
working properly in classic WebVoyage
and WebCat.
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Summary
CAT: Auto-populated fields for authority
records from 8xx fields missing NUC

Release Notes Comments
The NUC code is now correctly added to Cataloging
the 64X fields of a newly created
authority record when the bibliographic
record contains a 8XX field.

Circjob 30 stops if accrued fine for patron Let the accrued fine/demerit job continue
in policy with due date prior to calendar after an error while logging each error
start
that occurs while adding fines or
demerits.
UB/CIRC: Edit button active in patron
Correct the test for local versus remote
requests window for UB requests
database requests. Only local database
requests can be edited.
CallSlip continuously sends pages to the Fixed printing routine which determines
printer when a single word is longer than how much text can fit on a line to
a line
accommodate strings that do not contain
spaces.
CIRC:item counters not updated when
Update item hold/recall placed counts
put in transit for hold requests
correctly for duplicate items when one of
the items goes to the "in transit on hold"
status for a title level request.
Update circjob 6 to properly update item
hold/recall counts for administrative
requests.
Provide a clean up script to reset the
inconsistent item hold/recall placed
counts.

Component/s

Circjob, Circulation

VYG-6316

Circulation, Universal Borrowing

VYG-6363

Callslip

VYG-6364

Circulation

VYG-6378

vxws: returns "null" in AVA tag subfield a Retrieve the institution id stored in the
VXWS
instead of value from PrimoExp.ini
PrimoExp stanza as a final resort if none
of system properties have it.
Edit button grayed out for Holds and
Correct the test for local versus remote Circulation
Recalls in Patron Request window
database requests. Only local database
requests can be edited.
Update PrimoExp*.ini to delete
Remove the deprecated delete.imp
Primo Extract
deprecated
reference in Primo.Exp*.ini file, including
DelMFHDsImpFileBase=delete.imp
the one in vxws/ini directory.
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Key
VYG-6269

VYG-6393

VYG-6394

VYG-6402

Summary
UB: clicking the UB request form link
results in no items available message
even though item is available

Release Notes Comments
Component/s
Transforming the key from the
Universal Borrowing
cluster@dbkey format to dbkey caused
corruption of the dbkey. That problem is
fixed.
Populate yearOpt, fromYear, toYear on OPAC, OPACjob
the search URL to indicate year option is
chosen.

Key
VYG-6494

Doc: SMS messages truncated by
Simplewire SMS Proxy

The SMS Gateway/Service Providers
Documentation, SMS Gateway
section of the Circulation guide was
updated to include more vendor-specific
information related to message size.

VYG-6331

vxws/Clusters : Unable to place hold
requests when cluster_id <> 1

This issue has been corrected.

VYG-6561

SDI emailed search URL's Improperly
formatted date limits
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Circulation

VYG-5228

